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My Small loop Ant’s, in JA & HL.
①：First, about naming of "Small Loop"!
I proposed it to my experiment article JA CQ magazine 1994-10・P229 introduced with
JA for the first time to call it "Small Loop" of the naming which he used to express respect
to W5QJR that theory was analyzed first.
Other antennas are expressly "an electric field type loop" or an electric field type Dipole
if "Small Loop" is called "a magnetic field type Loop" or "MLA" aside from the trade name.
Don't you think that it is a little funny?
I have usually thought that it is unpleasant in the recent disorder of "the technological
term".
You don't forget that "MAGNETIC LOOP" is the trade name of the DL2FA!

②：The history of Small Loop in JA .
1 : I introduced the Loop・ANT experiment example of WA7CUS and W7UGV to "the
antenna, handbook of JA" in July, 1970. （From “Down to Earth Army Antenna” on
electronics journal）
２： As for the experiment example for the first HF use, I announced "the experiment,
article of Small Loop" on the JA-CQ Ham radio magazine in August, 1994.
３： I announced the experiment example of Small Loop for the first HF on the JA-CQ Ham
radio magazine in August, 1994.
As for this, W5QJR referred to the article of "QST" in June, 1985 of Small Loop that
theory was analyzed.
4： I tested the various characters of the Small loop, antenna by using VHF・Scale・model
after that, and the actual measurement data of directivity and Gain etc were collected.
This was announced with a title of "the various character, experiments of the Small
loop, antenna" in a JA-CQ Ham radio magazine February issue 1995.
5：After that, formal License during the stay seven years was received in South Korea to
verify the practical use of Small Loop.
45 entities and QSO were made in the frequency of 1.8～54MHz as an applied result of
using "All Band Small Loop" with "HL5/JA6HW".
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The window which an antenna was
installed on with "the sucker".

an inspector

An element is combined with "a screw"
for the frequency of the purpose.
Tuning・rod of VC

The sucker installed on the
high frequency part, high
electric potential melted !
For 24～54MHz

For 1.8～7MHz

For 10～21MHz

Small Loop is careful of the damage to the human body
by the strong magnetic field which approached !
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②：The data that the various characters of SL were measured .

1）：The installation posture of SL,
pointing and Polarization direction .
It can get "Gain" though it is
little corresponding to the
installation posture of SL, too.
Floor face

2）：A change in the character which
put a reflection board on SL .

Floor face

Floor face

2）：It can get "Gain" when a
reflection board is put on SL.
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